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Absmrcf.-ROHC ( I 1  is the new standard for header 
compression proposed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task 
Force) t o  compress different protocol headers. ROHC needs to be 
configured to afford the changes i n  the characteristics of  the 
UMTS radio link and to enable a better cnnipression ofthe IPv6 
llows. In this document we will introduce the characteristics and 
the  behavior of ROHC. Also we study the compression 
parameters that are recommended as implementation dependent 
i n  the ROHC specification and we show how to configure them. 
This study can help to improve the efficiency and robustness of 
ROHC when i t  is used in scarce resources links, such as UMTS. 

1. ,TNTRODIJCI’ION 
The third generation of mobile svstem. Realease 4 of ~, I 

UMTS [2] (UnGersal Mobile Telecommunication System) will 
have inany IP based services. However, the use of IP will mean 
large overheads. which will take a significant amount of 
bandwidth that is already scarce in radio links. Hence, there is 
a need io compress the large headers and save the valuable 
radio resources. There are some schemes for header 
compression that work by compressing the header after 
removing the redundant information from it and thus saving 
the bandwidth when it is scarce. 

Existing header schemes do not work well over cellular 
links due to high error rates and long round trip times. A viable 
solution thus. is required and represented by ROHC that has 
been proposed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) 
working group. ROHC aims at providing high compression 
efficiency with high robustness and can be used in the PDCP 
(Packet Data Convergence Protocol) [2] layer of the UMTS. 

To investigate the behavior of ROHC for real-time 
applications in UMTS architecture we have made an 
implementation of ROHC for 1Pv6 and we simulate the error 
conditions and the long round trip time that prevail in the radio 
link. Based on our results we study how to configure ROHC 
foi- UMTS and we adjust some parameters, which are crucial 
for the performance of ROHC in terms of efficiency and 
robustness. 

This paper first inti-oduces the ROHC platform and our 
implementation. for more details refer to [I]. This paper then 
explains the ROHC compression schemes and parameters. 
Followed by that, a complete study ofthese parameters is done 
based on the implenientation results. 

IT. ROHC IL4TFORM 
The main reason why header compression should be done 

is (he fact that there is redundancy in the header information 

and between header fields of the same data stream. ROHC 
mechanism works by removing the redundancy and transfers 
only changing fields. It classifies the header fields into static 
and dynamic fields. Static fields are those that remain constant 
during the lifetime of the packet and dynamic fields are those 
that keep on changing but their change pattern may be known 

The ROHC compressor removes the redundant header 
fields and the redundant information in the packet flow. ROHC 
compressior. communicates changing fields most of the time. 
While sending the fields that change. it further achieves 
efficiency by using an encoding algorithm in which only the 
last significant bits are sent. 

The ROHC compressor has three compression levels: 
Initialization and Refresh (IR), First Order (FO) and Second 
Order (SO). In IR compression level it tries to establish the 
static information and in FO compression level it establishes 
the change pattern of dynamic fields. In the last compression 
level, SO, it sends encoded values of Sequence Number (SN) 
and Timestamp (TS) forming the minimal size packets. With 
the use of this header format packet all header fields can be 
generated at the other end of the link using the previously 
established change pattern. When some updates or errors are 
there, the compressor goes back to the upper compression 
levels. It only returns to the SO compression level aRer 
retransmitting the updated information and establishing again 
the change pattern in the decompressor. 

The decompressor works at the receiving eud of the link 
and decompresses the headers based on the header fields’ 
information of the context. Both the compressor and the 
decompressor use a context to store all the information about 
the header fields. To ensure correct decompression, the context 
should be synchronized all the time. 

The decompressor has three states, the first is NO Context 
(NC) that is when there is no context synchronization. and the 
second is Static Context (SC) that is reached only after the 
dynamic information in the context is lost. The third is Full 
Context (FC), reached when the decompressor has all the 
information about header fields. When in FC state, t h e  
decompressor moves to the initial states as soon as it detects 
context damage. It uses the k out of n rule by looking at the last 
n packets, if CRC failures have occurred for at least k packets 
then, it assumes context damage and transits backward to an 
initial state. The decompressor also sends feedback according 
to the operation modes. ROHC has three operation modes: 
Unidirectional (U), bi-directional Optimistic (0) and bi- 
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dii-ectional Reliable (R).  The U-mode is used when the link is 
uiiidirrctional or i d ~ e n  feedback is not possible. For bi- 
directional links we can use the 0-mode oi- the R-mode. The 
0-mode sends only negative feedbacks, optionally it can also 
send positive feedbacks but the R-mode uses both negative and 
positive feedbacks. 

The Decompressor inailages the operation mode in which 
the system will work through the use of mode transitions that 
allow it to change from one mode to another, based on the link 
cliaractcristics and the prrformance requirements. The 
decompressor also uses some efficient schemes to correct the 
context when it gets damaged or the synchronization gets lost. 
The coInpt-essor also employs soine schemes through which it  
ensiires the correct transmission of the information to the 
decompressor. These schemes involve many parameters and 
they control the pel-formance of ROHC in terms of 
compressioo efficiency and robustness. 

111 order to test tlie performance of ROHC over UMTS 
radio l i n k  we have developed the ROHC layer for IPv6 and we 
have studied the role of its schemes and its parameters. To 
siitdy the behavior of KOI-IC in conditions that are corninon to 
the UMTS radio link, we have developed a simple error 
s~mulator. which generates error affecting the header and the 
payload of tlir packets. Our error simulator generates error in 
ths received packets based on BER (Bit 
link [2]. The error model, which is present in the physical 
layer. then passes the packet to the upper layer. The packets are 
thus received with the known BER, whose value can be 
cotitsolled. 

I n  out- ROHC 1Pv6 implementation, first the physical layer 
is established and tlieii the negotiation takes place, establishing 
ROIK negotiation cliaiincl parameters that define the channel 
and are different fi-om the compression parameters discussed 
later i n  this paper. 

' 4 t h  negotiation. the context space is then allocated 
corresponding to different CIDs (Context ldent$er), which 
diftrentiate each channel and all contexts. The contexts are 
initialized to the values specified in ROHC [I]. The 
compressor can operate in any of the defined standard modes 
but it starts always i n  U-mode. The compressor has two inputs 
one for receiving feedback packets and other for receiving 
packets to be compressed. I t  has only one output through 
&,tiich compressed packets are sent. The decompressor starts in 
NC Skit? and has one input for receiving compressed packets 
and two outputs for sending feedback packets and 
decompressed packets respectively. 

111 ROliC COMI'I(ESSI0N PAKAMEI-ERS AND SCHEMES 
The value of the compression parameters of ROHC that 

determine the efficiency and robustness are not defined in 
ROHC specification and are not negotiated initially hut are 
stated as implementation dependent. In order to analyze these 
parameters for the performance of ROHC foi- IPv6 flows over 
UMTS. in our imnplementation these parameters are made 
tlexible and can be changed. The compression parameters see 
figure I and the schemes that use them, are.as follows: 

I .  1.: 111 U-mode and 0-mode the ROHC compressor uses a 
confidence variable ( L )  in order to ensure the correct 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .  

6. 

I 

transmission of header information. This means sending 
the same header format packet of each compression level, 
at least L times for the first levels before transitting to SO 
compression level. If  even a single packet reaches the 
decompressor the information gets communicated. 

Tinier-l IIR-TIMEOUV: In U-mode, the compressor uses 
this timer to return to the IR compression level and 
periodically resends static information because it has no 
way to get any feedback about the errors which may occur 
at the decompressor. 

Timer-2 (FO-TIMEOUV: The compressor also uses 
another timer in U-mode and this timer is used to go 
downward to FO compression level if the compressor is 
working in SO compression level. 

Sliding Window Width ( S W ) :  The compressor while 
compressing header fields like Sequence Number (SN) and 
Timestamp use W-LSB encoding that uses a Sliding 
Window of width equal to SWW. 

W-LSE encoding is used to compress those header fields 
whose change pattern is known. When using thiseucoding, 
the compressor sends only the least significant bits. The 
decompressor uses these bits to construct the original value 
of the encoding fields. The number of bits required to send 
the changes depends on the SWIV of the Sliding Window, 
which is maintained by the compressor. All the SN values. 
which the compressor believes have not reached the 
decompressor, are to be used and are kept in the Sliding 
Window. Thus, larger the SWWwill require larger number 
of bits to be send in the header format packets because 
only one value in the window should have those LSB SN 
bits for correct decompression. 

k and n: The ROHC decompressor uses a "k out ofn" 
failure rule, where k is the number ofpackets received with 
an error in the last n transmitted packets. This rule is used 
in the state machine of the decompressor to assume the 
damage of context and move downwards to a state after 
sending a negative acknowledgment to the compressor, if 
bi-directional link is used. The decompressor does not 
assume context damage and stays in the current state until 
k packets arrive with error in the last n packets. The k l ,  nl 
values are used to assume dynamic context damage and k2, 
n? to assume static context damage. 

MODE: There are two bits in the header format packets to 
define the operation mode in which the compressor and the 
decompressor work. There are only three-operation modes, 
U, 0 and R mode defined in [l]. 

Compressor Cecompressor 

n.nmour M. m 
Figure 1. The Campression Palaimers. 'They are localized in the 

coinprrssol; in the decompressor and 111 the ditkrenr header format packets. 
Nolr that a1 each end of the lmk boil1 Compressor and Decompressor are 
P l C V " 1 .  
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1V ~iVII ' I . I 'MENTAll~~N RESULTS 
We have aiialyzed the results aud investigated the role of 

sonic of the ROHC compression parameters for IPv6 flows. In 
order to evaluate efficiency. throughput and to estimate 
1-obustness. oui- implementation stores the statistics of each 
cnnnectioii 

l h e  parameters kept for each end orthe link are: number of 
packets send and received. sire of each packet send. size of 
header. size of compressed header: compressed header packet 
type: number ofpackets discarded due to ROHC, that we call it 
ROHC loss: and the number ofpackets discarded after ROHC, 
that we call i t  application loss. The header forinat packets of 
compressed packets are defined i n  [I]. their use depend on the 
variation of the original header and the quality of the link. 

We use IPv6IUDPIRTP video stream that sends packets in 
which the SN and TS field of the RTP header change with 
regular patterns. In out- tests we have used the average payload 
size of 200 bytes and a RTT (Round Trip Tinit.) of around 
100ins. I t  may be noted that as IPv6 is used the UDP checksum 
becomes inandatoi-y in our RTP application, adding 2 extra 
b ~ e s  to the KOHC compressed header. 

A .  Rohirstness 

The BEK ofa  radio l ink  can generate consecutive errors in 
the compressed headers and can cause loss of context 
syichronization. A robust scheme should have error 
inanagenient and error detection schemes and it should also 
h a w  fast recovery schemes to avoid prolonged losses due to 
relatively long RTT. ROHC uses CRC to detect these errors 
snd discards the packets whenever CRC check fails. The errors 
iii tlie liuks also cause the loss of packets carrying updating 
information. All these errors sometimes cause the loss of 
syncliron izatioii between the context of the compressor and the 
decompressor: this situation is known as context damage. 

Context damage can occur in two cases. First. when CRC is 
unable to detect damage in the packet and then the information 
corrupts the context. Second. when an update takes place and 
could lint reach the decompressor due to bursts of error. 

The values of k and if parameters have a high influence on 
the robustness of ROHC because these parameters are used to 
detect context damage. I n  a contrary situation the errors in link 
can cause consecutive loss and the decompressor will 
iiichrrectly assume context damage depending on k .  Detection 
otcontest damage whether correct or incorrect will make the 
decompressor go up to a state where it will unnecessarily 
tliscai~d large number of packets and will continue to do so 
tiiilil an update from the compressor arrives. Large number of 
packets will be lost when the value of RTT is relatively high. 
[lie restilt is worst in U-mode where feedbacks are not possible 
and packets will contiuue to get lost until the timer expires in 
the compressor to send updates. 

The possible solution will be to take a large value o f k  and 
i i  but this implies more computational efforts and large storage 
space. as the compressor will need to know whether in the k 
packets out of last rf  packets, a CRC failure has occurred. A 
larger value of k will also mean that the decompressor will 
hove to \\.air each time for k packets to know if context damage 

has occurred and this will cause all tlie packets to be lost during 
that time. 

I n  figure 2 we have shown tlie results of our 
implementation for different values of k aud BER in the three 
KOHC operation modes. As we can see in figure 2, the case is 
different in each operation mode. Though in all the modes the 
error rate is high for small values of k because when the value 
of k is small, the decompressor incorrectly assumes context 
damage and then starts discarding packets until an update 
packet arrives. This error rate decreases fast with lhe value ofk 
because the probability of a nuniber of consecutive packets 
being in error for a given BER. falls exponentially with the 
number of consecutive packets with error. 

I n  U-mode the error becomes stable after a value of k :  
further increasing k does uot make any difference. This 
happens because the decompressor in U-mode will have to wait 
until a timeout occurs, and whether it  detects context damage 
early 01- late it makes no difference. 

In 0-mode and R-mode the error first decreases down to a 
minimum and then starts increasing with the value of k because 
as k increases the compressor has to  wait for more CRC fails to 
occur before detecting a context damaze and communicating it 
to the compressor through feedbacks. In a situation where BER 
is lower than 10-3. the error in 0-mode does not i-ise much with 
the value of k because the probability of context getting 
damaged decreases with BER. 

In R-mode the error is lowest aud it does not rise much with 
the value of k because in R-mode the compressor always uses a 
7 or 8 bit CRC in packets that update the context and hence. 
context damage is less likely in R-mode. In R-mode the 
compressor also uses some packets, which do not have any 
CRC bits, and they do not update the context, this also 
decreases the number of packets dropped and reduces the 
overall error as compared to other modes. 

The values of k and n do not affect compression efficiency 
hence, these values should be chosen keeping only robustness 
iu mind. In figure 2, we have taken a value of n equal to 
ktint(k/S) to allow for the case when erroneous packets pass 
through the CRC check, especially in header format packets 
with 3 bits CRC that detect errors only with a probability of 
7/8. The value of k and n used to assume static context should 
be kept larger than that used for assuming dynamic context 
damage because probability of former is significantly low as 
compared to that of later. 

Based on our results we suggest that in  U-mode the value of 
k should be kept larger and it  would be better if the 
decompressor does not iiiove to the lower states even if context 
damage occurs and keeps trying to repair the context. In 0- 
mode and R-mode the value of k may be choosen between 8 to 
20 because the error is lowest between these values. 

B. Compression ejfticiency vs. Robustness 

Some parameters, which affect the robustness, also affect 
the compression efficiency. In some cases. compression 
efficiency is reduced when high robustness is achieved. It will 
be desirable to configure ROHC such that it performs at the 
best compression efficiency and with a high robustness. We 
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l:igwv 2. l ' e l - c r i i i i i ~ i~  i m s  , ! J ~ w c h m  u t  IK~i lC lowr  lor d(f/kreiit r ,c i l ian q/  

111 U/O mode the compressor maintains robust behavior 
by sending header format packets L times and in U-mode it 
also uses /R-Tlih.%EOUTand FO-TfMEOUTto return to one of 
\lie initial compression levels and resends packets periodically 
with mol-e information. 

.The values of IR_TIhfEOUT and FO-TIMEOUT 
deici-mine compression efficiency in U mode. Compression 
elficiency decreases wlien large headers are sent with morc 
frequency i.e. when the value of IR-TIMEOUT and 
K - ~ I M E O U T  are low and the value of L is large. Thus, in 
or del^ to lhave good compression efliciency a solution is to 
chouse a value for IR_TIibIEOUT and FO-TIMEOUT as large 
as possible and the value of L as sma l l  as possible. We assume 
that lxge values of L more than I O  will not be taken, as this 
will reduce compression efficiency significately. We show the 
effect of increasing I R ~ l l M E O C i T  and TO-TIiMEOUT with L 
equals 5 i n  the figure 3. 

used to detect error is larger (8 bits) and generally no update 
takes place for static values. 

The compressor is designed to work in SO compression 
level most of the time thus, packets carrying just dynamic 
information are expected to pass through the channel most of 
the time. This makes them more vulnerable to error and 
moreover they carry a small CRC (3 bits) that may not be able 
to detect error sometimes and thus can cause dynamic context 
damage with significant probability as compared to static 
context damage. After comparing the cases for static context 
damage and dynamic context damage, we suggest that the 
values of timers be chosen such that dynamic information is 
refreshed much more ofren than static information. 

We thus coinpire the robustness by looking at the values of 
error rate for different values of BER, fR-TIMEOUT and 
FO-TMEOUr. We choose two values of FO-TIMEOUT thai 
are 30 packets and 90 packets for our analyses, because it can 
be seen in the figure 3 that wheii FO-TJMEOUT is increased 
from 30 packets to 90 packets, the compression efficiency 
increases as ACL decreases but. increasing the value further 
from 90 does not decrease ACL significantly and a larger value 
of FO-TIMEOUT is not even desired because the probability 
of dynamic context damage is high and the compressor should 
keep Soing to FO compression level at an interval as small as 
possible. In figure 4 we show our implementation results and 
find that increasing the value oftimeouts increases ROHC loss. 
However, decreasing those values not necessarily decreases 
ROHC loss always because it may mean that larger headers are 
sent more times and since large headers are more prone to 
errors. they will cause more loss of packets and thus. reduced 
robustness. Bared 011 our results we Suggest the value of 
IR-T/.MEOU7 to be taken between 200 and 400 packets if a 
value of FO_TJMEOUl'be choosen around 90. and if the value 
of FO-TIMEOUT is choosen around 30 packets then even 
larger values of IR_TIMEOUT will maintain robustness as in 
figure 4. 

BER. l l lOI  

+ ~ 

Y- 
Y 200 *on in" 1"" ,000 lwm 

I * ~ , , Y S O Y I  ,YO .IslLII,I, 

I. izurc 3: :twrq:c~~ cmyvr~~ .~wd  lwiili,r Iiwgth hi t ih io i l r  with uqi izg IH- 
i i . 1  I!;< I l,'7 ,,//// f ; O ~ l l , \ l I X ~  u1: 

We have to determine tlie viiluc for IR-TIMEOUT and 
FO-171.IEOUf to get the required robustness because, in U- 
mode the feedbacks are i iot possible and the probability of 
cotiiesi damage. illcreases at high rate with time. Thc Yalues of 
[lie iivo timers thus, depend on the pi-obabilities of dynamic 
context getting damaged for FOo_T/MEOUT and static context 
tioi~ /K_T/MEOU7: This probability o f  damage is lower for 
static coiltext in comparison to tliai of dynamic context since, 
most ol ' t l ie time static information remains constant. the CRC 

I : iprc 4:  Error roic iii HOHC k , ~ , ~ - / O i .  d ! / }kwnr  w l w s  qfnEI1 mid limerr 
i o  U-moiii~. Wlirri 1 wid )> eyituis IO iwi I 2  r . r .~pcct i r .e l~  

I n  order to coinmunicate the information eFfciently in UiO 
inode, the coinpressor uses another technique in which it sends 
a particular header format packet L times. The probability of 
information being coniniunicated thus increases while the value 
of L increases. The good value of L can make many cases of 
error diminish. For example ifupdate is not communicated to 
the decompressor due to burst of error in the link then context 
damage happens and large number of packets are lost. The 
problem diminishes if a value of L is chosen which is 
suffkiently large that even if an occasional burst of error 
happens it is able to communicate the information, 
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Compression efficiency aiid throughput clearly decreases as 
larger headers are cominunicated more times. Thus value of L 
caiiiiol be high. We have tested our implementation in U and 
0-mode with different values ofL and BER, see figure 5. In U- 
mode when BER is high L could take the value of 5 to get the 
robutness against error also it can take the value of 9 but then 
the efficiency and the throughput will be affected. For a 
medium BER. L equals 3 can reduce the error and when BER is 
low L equals 1 is a good solution for efficiency and robustness. 
However when using 0-mode the results are different and the 
mues of L equal to 1 and equal to around 5 gives good 
perfurnlance. A s  wheii RTT is low, tlie error in the context can 
be quickly corrected by the feedback and the value for L may 
be taken as 1 but when RTT is long L may be taken as 4 to 
commiinicarr tlie update with more confidence. 
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The SCVCV is another important parameter for 
compression efficiency as already showr by Wang et al. [?I. 
With a larger SWW a ROHC compressor needs more bits to 
represent LSB bits as already seen in the previous section. Also 
a large SGYCV needs more storage space and more computing 
efform But. a larger SWWhelps to improve robustness because 
w e n  when there ai-e consecutive lost packets equal to SWW-I, 
compression still works well. 

In [ 3 ] ,  Wang gives the effect of increasing SWW for U- 
mode and showed that in this mode ROHC works well if a 
S W W  of 14 is taken for the case o f  IPv4IUDPIRTP. We 
continue to compare and analyze the effect of increasing SwrV 
i n  O-mode and R-mode. The O-mode and R-mode are different 
from U-mode because they use feedback channel. In 0-mode 
arid R-mode. the decompi-essor car] send the ACK with the SN 
vaiue of the last successfully decompressed header. The 
coinpressor thus conies to know about the SN values that have 
reached the decoinpressor and shrinks the sliding window. 
However in O-mode. the ACKs are optional and normally are 
lint sent hence. ACKs normally shrinks the sliding window 
only i n  U-mode. 

In R-mode the number of bits available for SN in the SO 
packets is 6 in R-mode type-0 packet (R-0) and 7 in R-mode 
type4 packet with CRC (R-0-CRC), unlike UiO modc packet 
type-0 WO-0) that bas only 4 bits. Hence. one might conclude 
that for R mode, the value of SWW can be chosen larger than 
14 but, above a particular value ofSWWthe ACL will increase 
as it does in case of UiO-mode. However. in figure 6 we can 
see that increasing SWW window in R mode has no effect on 
compression efficiency because ACKs always shrink the 
sliding window and increasing S W  produces no effect. But, 
increasing SWW has effect on 0-mode because ACKs are 
optioiial and generally not enabled, and in U-mode because 
ACKs are not possible. 

Figure 6. ACL in d[f}?reu, opeiurioii niode. Wlrri-r 1, = 3 ond 
I R _ T I M E O U l e y i d ~  31llJpockelr FO~TIMEOUT eyliak 4 0  pickets. 

Thus, for R-mode a larger value of SWW should be chosen 
keeping only robustness in mind and that can be more than 14 
without affecting cornpression efficiency. 

We also find that the case of increasing SWW in U-mode 
and 0-mode is different for IPv6 because UiO mode type-l 
packets (UO-I) for !Pv6, cannot use extension and to send 
more bits the compressor uses packets of type 2 (UOR-2) that 
have 6 bits for SN. As indicated in figure 6, the ACL increases 
if S W V  is increased more than 63 because UOR-2 starts using 
extension to send SN because more than 6 bits are required and 
also extensions can be used in UOR-2 for lPv6. 

V CONCLUSION 
In a real situation, the compressed header packets over a 

radio channel such as UMTS will be confronted to a variable 
environment that sometimes could make compression fail. The 
use of correct compression parameters adapted to these changes 
will give better robustness and efficiency of ROHC. We have 
seen the different compression parameters that could affect the 
efficiency and robustness of ROHC. Based on our results we 
propose the values of ROHC parameters in order to improve 
compression perfoimance in terms of compression efficiency 
and robustness for a radio link similar to that ofUMTS. 
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